


How Hispanics are Coping with COVID-19, 
and How Brands Can Support Them

Across the globe, the increased volume of “COVID-19” mentions closely mirrors the 
reaction in the U.S. On an average day during that week, there were: 

 (Netbase Brand Pulse, 3.17.20)

1.2 MILLION

Interest over time
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March 12th, 2020, is a day                                    
that now lives in digital history

11 BILLION

Feb 17 Feb 25 Mar 4 Mar 12



COVID-19 is here, and brands are                                          
responding to the crisis in real time
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    Global social media activity volume around “coronavirus” (week of 3.16.20)

16700.3+
14314.5+
11928.8+
9543.0+
7157.3+
4771.5+
2385.8+
0.0+

Although all Americans share similar fears, anxieties, and even plans to stay healthy, there are  
nuances that are evident in the ways that Hispanics are coping with the pandemic  
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Hispanic sentiment around 
COVID-19 is less negative

Total Market Sentiment

Positive                  
28.5%

Negative                 
71.5%

Hispanic Sentiment

Positive                  
41.6%

Negative                 
58.4%

Total Market social listening 
themes include:

Social listening themes include:

●



Total Market social listening findings include clear 
displays of emotion and anxiety

Attributes

Emotions

Behaviors

40 death

Test

Cancel everything

sicken

Feel like

Paid sick leave

high riskVulnerable

underestimate

Free treatment

people testing

COVID-19

worse

Fear

Not worried European
warning

bad

high risk

Important

good
Enjoy

dumb

Best article

Coronavirus 

panic

not scare

Not get

Fear

Not want

stopswitch

deny

overcome

give

discover

discover

use

Shut downrefuse
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Hispanic social listening themes include: 

o

o
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Total Market social posts reveal similar emotions:
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Percent of U.S. residents who say they are             
“very worried” that they or someone else in           
their family will get sick from coronavirus

SOURCE: KFF Coronavirus Poll - March 2020 (conducted March 11-15, 2020). See topline for full question wording.

○ Optimism helps keep larger fears, like sick family members, at bay. Hispanics choose to focus 
on the hope that COVID-19 will be cured, and keep a positive mindset while at home.

○ Lighthearted joking and humor help keep life in perspective.

○ Worry and exhaustion are amplified by emotional stress brought about by finances, childcare 
decisions and the state of the economy.

○ Hatred and resentment are tied to the fact that lives have been deeply disrupted, preventing 
Hispanics from going out for the usual daily activities (e.g., work, grocery shopping, children’s 
daycare).

■ There is a rising movement within the Hispanic community to return to a cultural 
tradition of getting outside with friends and family.

■ Running is the number one outdoor activity among Hispanics for all generations. The 
number of Hispanic runners has risen 56% over the last ten years (Outdoor Industry 
Association, 2020).

How are Hispanics responding?

Hispanics are 21% 
more worried than 
the Total (Market)



propagación
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Attributes

derrotar

enfermedad
1 fallecido

avanzar
morir

letal

infectar mal
letal solidaridad

peligroso

rápida

suspender
Fuerte contagio

positivo
importante Producir mejor contagio

librevíctima mortal provocar

problema
bacteria

pandemia

impedir

gracias

Emotions

peor

temor

preferir
pánico

chiste

bueno

joder

fan

querer

reír

amar

acusar

cagar

querer
humana

evitar

miedo
apoyo

puto

terrible

pinche

espectacularbendito
cansar

riesgo

Hispanic social listening findings show a desire to curb 
the spread of COVID-19 among feelings of panic and fear



comprar
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Behaviors

utilizar

jugar

utilizar

ganar

preocupar

dar

acción
evitar

darcomer

tomar
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Joking and humor keep larger stressors at bay

Hispanics are providing relief, to brighten dark 
times, by doing good amid the fear and connecting 
with one another virtually

1. Sharing recetas caseras (homemade recipes) and advice



Using downtime to create “preventive guide” videos, music 
and memes
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2.
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Hispanics are combating feelings of isolation through WhatsApp

a.

b.
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3.

Opportunities for brands to make culturally-relevant connections

Brands will benefit from showing that they care, and the ways in 
which their ongoing support best speaks to this new reality, through 
their product and service offerings.

○

○

○

○

○

Visit our website at www.conill.com for updates on this topic and more.

http://www.conill.com
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NOTES:

For more information contact:
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Brett Dennis - New Business
brett.dennis@conill.com

Chris Traina - Press & Corporate
chris.traina@conill.com


